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2 The sales order

Let’s assume that our competitive product is known on the market and is enjoying a certain level of demand. Where does the business sequence begin in a logistical sales and production process? Correct: based on an inquiry, an offer, and potentially sales negotiations, the customer places a sales order which we want to enter and process in our SAP ERP system.

What happens in this process in an integrated system? The sales order is initially processed in the SAP module Sales and Distribution (SD). The main objective here is to create a sales order in the SAP system, to print it out where applicable, and to send an order confirmation to the customer. Other interesting things also take place which are relevant for accounting: on the one hand there is a price calculation for the product to be sold, and when we save the sales order, line items are written to Profitability Analysis (CO-PA) and we can use these line items for sales order controlling. However, the sales order does not yet trigger any postings in the balance sheet or profit and loss statement! Nevertheless, it does set the course for the subsequent posting of the invoice in Finance (FI) and Controlling (CO).

Therefore, in this chapter, we want to address the following important points:

► How does the SAP system find the prices and conditions relevant for the sales order and how does it use these to calculate the price?

► In terms of time, how far apart are the sales order and the subsequent invoicing? The answer to this question influences whether we transfer sales order data to CO-PA now or when we issue the invoice.

► Do we want to collect revenues and costs on our sales orders to then settle them to CO-PA later, for example, or do we transfer the revenues, discounts, and rebates as well as the costing-based material and production costs to CO-PA directly?

The interface of the SD module is the most important for transferring data to CO-PA. This is not surprising because CO-PA was designed as a sales con-
trolling tool for transferring sales order data and then later the corresponding invoice data to CO-PA.

However, not every company transfers sales order data to CO-PA; many transfer only invoice data from SD to CO-PA. For companies where there is a long period of time between receipt of the sales order and invoicing, the recommendation is to also transfer the sales order data. There are two arguments in favor of this: on the one hand, the incoming order already shows how the business situation of your company will develop. On the other hand, you can use the sales order data to build up orders on hand reporting in CO-PA. When you have subsequently also transferred the invoice data, by subtracting the sales order data and invoice data, you can report the orders on hand in reporting for CO-PA—and for all characteristics that you also transfer to CO-PA with the sales order or the invoice.

If you configure the Customizing for your sales orders such that the orders are not collectors for revenues and costs, you can even subsequently transfer your invoice data to CO-PA in real time. If this were not the case, the invoice would first return the data to the sales order and you would then have to settle this order to CO-PA. Depending on how often you undertake such settlement, this can potentially delay important findings in sales controlling because the required information is provided too late.

2.1 Creating a sales order

We will now create a sales order in the SD module of the SAP system using transaction VA01. To do this, enter a *sales document type* and a *sales area* and confirm your entries. In SD, a sales area always consists of three organizational characteristics: the sales organization, distribution channel, and division. In our example system, we use sales document type (ORDER TYPE field) **TA** and sales organization **ET15**, distribution channel **01**, and division **00** (see Figure 2.1).

For our customer **K1**, we enter an order in which the customer has ordered one piece of our sales product **FERT1**. Figure 2.2 shows an overview with the relevant details.
Figure 2.1: Initial screen for creating a sales order

Figure 2.2: Overview of the creation of a sales order
In the top right-hand corner you can see the net value of **EUR 6000**. Where did the system get this value from? On the **CONDITIONS** tab for the order item (see Figure 2.3) we can find further information about how this net value is calculated.

### Create Standard Order: Item Data

![Create Standard Order: Item Data](image)

2.2 **SD pricing**

As part of the pricing, a gross list price (condition type **PR00**) in the amount of **EUR 7500** (see Figure 2.4) and a **customer discount (K007)** in the amount of **20.00%** (corresponding to **EUR 1500**) (see Figure 2.5) were determined, resulting in an invoice sale in the amount of **EUR 6000**.

This pricing is defined in the Customizing for SD; the prices and other conditions can be found in the SD master data. These other prices and conditions are created using transaction VK11:
2.3 Revenue and cost collectors?

Do we collect revenues and costs on our sales order? You can recognize this—once you have returned to the overview of your sales order—by switching to COST REPORT in the ENVIRONMENT menu item. If the message ITEM IS NOT RELEVANT FOR COSTS appears, the sales order is neither relevant for costs nor do we collect revenues on it (see Figure 2.6).
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